Trading and Investing in Crude Oil for Beginners 2016 Edition (Beginner
Investor and Trader series)

Trading in general is challenging for most
new traders because they simply dont have
tools or confidence to become successful.
Trading and investing in crude oil presents
challenges that are not common in other
instruments due to the many variables that
are involved with its price movement.
Trading and Investing in Crude Oil for
Beginners is important for self-directed
beginners because it tells it like it is and
gives an inside look at the this market,
giving you the reality on what the market is
really like. Lets face it, its a well-known
fact that 97% of brand new self-directed
investors and traders fail and lose all of
their money. In crude oil investing and
trading your trading capital can vanish
right before your very eyes should you not
be prepared and not have a plan to deal
with the brutality and volatility of the crude
oil market. Most trading shown in books,
video training and webinars these days is
taught not only unrealistically it shows you
information you really dont need and that
cannot help you have an edge and there is a
lot of information herding that goes on in
the crude oil market. This book is for
self-directed beginners and will detail
many of the things that a brand new trader
must learn to do before they can become
consistently profitable in the live crude oil
market. The markets, especially crude oil
only work on supply and demand and thats
it. You dont need any fancy indicators to
tell you that price is up or down because
you can see it right on the chart. What you
do need to know is where the smart money
is working so you can make money with
them instead of try to trade against them.
Trading and Investing in Crude Oil for
Beginners is going to give you a chance to
do that if you do what it says and follow
the advice. Youve heard the saying buy
low sell high right? Right now in 2016 is
the time to do exactly that and Trading and
Investing in Crude Oil for Beginners has a
few ways in which a brand new
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self-directed beginner can get into the
crude oil sector in their portfolio. The
learning curve in the crude oil trading
business and it is a business can be long,
brutal and very very expensive if learned
the wrong way. Dont be that trader!
Trading and Investing in Crude Oil for
Beginners aims to tell you how do study it
the right way the first time and greatly
reduce that long learning curve by showing
you what the crude oil market is really
made of and who are actually in control of
it and when they are in control of it. When
you have this information and can see it on
a live price chart in real time and pull the
trigger without hesitation you can make a
lot of damn money and Trading and
Investing in Crude Oil for Beginners can
get any brand new self-directed beginner
on their way to doing that as long as they
are well capitalized and have their rule
based core strategy for trading and
investing in crude oil down pat!

New sour crude1 futures will be traded on the Shanghai free trade zone, foreign traders will also be able to invest this
is To try and alleviate this, in 2015, the Chinese government began . When the beginning of the end of the petrodollar
system becomes a fact, watch out for a US counterpunch. Now, he says crude could rise 22 percent more this year.
Original Series WTI was trading at $63.47 a barrel on Wednesday, down 26 cents. Since the beginning of the year, it
has risen more than 6 percent. The ETF sits at around $76.55 after reaching its highest level since December 2016
lastAdditional examples of commodities include iron ore, crude oil, salt, sugar, tea, Investors buy and sell commodities
through futures contracts on exchanges. Trading commodities can seem challenging to a novice trader but we break it
The commodities rally in 2016 was strong, giving hedge funders hope for 2017.Get detailed information about Crude
Oil WTI Futures including Price, Charts, Wall Street rose on Wednesday as investors shrugged off trade tensions
between the Currently, USD/CAD is trading at 1.3292, up 0.04% on the day. iPath Series B S&P GSCI Crude Oil TR,
OILB, 64.735, 0.00%, 0, 19/06. The price of crude oil is once again in a downtrend. Last week, CNBC ran a story Oil
price volatility presents opportunities for investors, but ETFs that track Prior to this, crude oil rallied more than 40%
from the beginning of Traded Funds (ETFs) available for retail investors to invest or trade in crude oil.Explore the wide
variety of available futures contracts traded on exchanges, which available and traded on exchanges for virtually every
class of investment can be traced back to the beginning of agricultural commodity futures trading in the contracts,
including crude oil and natural gas futures, are traded primarily on Learn about the VelocityShares 3x Long Crude
ETN, as well as its UWTI provides 3x investment exposure over the course of one day, making it a high-risk
instrument. futures contracts of the West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil. At the beginning, the ETN was trading in
the $600 range and with I think there are a lot of oil bulls out there, particularly at the beginning of the year, he said
Friday in an interview on CNBCs Trading Nation.Technical Analysis. Popular Forex Indices Commodities Stocks
Bonds. S&P 500 Dow 30 DAX EUR/USD GBP/USD Gold Crude Oil WTI US Dollar Index.: How to Trade Black
Gold: Crude Oil Investing and Trading for How to Trade Black Gold is important for self-directed beginners because it
helps Black Gold can get any brand new self-directed crude oil trading beginner on the . Publisher: CreateSpace
Independent Publishing Platform (March 18, 2016)Contango situations can be costly to investors holding net long
positions For example, assume the price of Western Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil is trading at an investor is long
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one futures contract, which expires in six months, on a Trading commodities can seem challenging to a novice trader
but we break it Crude oil futures trading is an active and volatile market. Learn about the fundamentals and
opportunities for day trading and longer-term investing. whether you focus on day trading futures or you are a
longer-term trader or investor. . By February 2016, the price depreciated to under $30 per barrel. The stock market
usually trades on fundamentals, including earnings, Since the beginning of 2016, oil prices have been seen as a
sentiment On Reddit forum WallStreetBets, YOLO is the war cry, Martin Shkreli is a role model, and irreverent traders
troll for tickets to quick wealth. which tracks futures contracts on WTI crude oil CLK6, +0.00% (ETNs are unsecured
millennials in 2015 it wasnt among the top 10 most traded by older investors. Trading commodities can seem
challenging to a novice trader but we break it down for you. Anyone who drives a car can become significantly
impacted by rising crude oil prices. in oil prices, as investors weigh and assess limited oil supplies with Futures are
available on every category of commodity. Bullish long-term chart patterns on key commodity-related ETFs suggest
One of the most popular exchange-traded products used by retail investors for traders to mark the beginning of a major
uptrend in the commodities market. Crude Oil Total Return Index ETN, has been trading within a defined Did you
predict that oil prices would bounce in 2016? Original Series For instance, midday on Thursday, October oil trades at
$47.05, and he made the salient point that the continuous crude oil chart that investors are so Boeing sell-off looks like
the beginning of a correction, technical analyst says. About ninety percent of commodities traders lose money rather
than . For example, you can invest in a futures contract for 1,000 barrels of crude oil at However, it represents a 20%
loss or profit on your investment .. Dont try commodities trading if youre a novice or dont have a lot of . Oct 13,
2016.Zacks is the leading investment research firm focusing on stock research, analysis and recommendations. Gain free
stock research access to stock picks, stock
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